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Abstract—In this paper, we present “HealthKiosk”, a family-based healthcare system, to provide rich contextual information and alerting mechanisms for continuous monitoring of health conditions. HealthKiosk significantly improves the reach and quality of regional and community healthcare services, and could potentially minimize the efforts of care professionals for the chronic illness, not only applicable for the elderly but also children and young fitness trainers. The proposed architecture leverages the RESTful design style, nevertheless introducing a novel development of the “sensor proxy”, both in a stationary PC style and as a mobile widget. The sensor proxy behaves not only as a bridge between the raw sensor readings and the kiosk controller, but also as a data processing logic to integrate, correlate, and transform a variety of data from multiple data sources to an integrated XML format. We demonstrate the system performance by showing two complete case studies for both stationary and mobile sensor proxies used in the developed HealthKiosk system. Finally, the proposed solution has been piloted and deployed at the Peking University People’s Hospital (PKUPH) for diabetes patients, via building an evidence-based clinical care solution focusing on chronic disease management in China.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the major challenges around the world recently has been the continuous increase of the elderly population, and thus the delivery of quality care while reducing the healthcare costs is highly needed [1]. Particularly with the continuing advances in sensors and sensor-supporting technologies including pervasive computing and communications capabilities, we are witnessing an emergence of a variety of promising applications from the integration of sensing and consumer electronics, allowing people to be constantly monitored [2].

Family-based healthcare services [3], [4] render the patient’s full freedom at home, which dramatically reduces the need and waiting time for face-to-face contact with the care professionals, where the healthcare providers remotely monitor the patient’s physical conditions 24/7, even when the patient is mobile. Furthermore, if the measurements show certain deterioration of the patient’s well-beings, alerts are generated and sent to the patient’s mobile phone. The care professional’s help could also be invoked immediately as the part of the service requirement. Not only the elderly and chronically ill but also the working parents may derive benefits from these systems for delivering high-quality care services for their babies and little children. Also, the benefits can be extended to the young fitness trainers who are interested in continuous monitoring of their training outcomes. Hence, a family-based system should provide the collaborative, interactive, and long-term supports to all users, based on the powerful data processing and analysis units, but such kind of system sparsely exists within the research community.

In this paper, we present “HealthKiosk”, a family-based healthcare monitoring system that bridges the data centers and biomedical sensors. As shown in Fig. 1, biomedical sensors collect personal data of their health conditions and other vital signs, and report them to the sensor proxy, which is the latter serves as a bridge between the sensor network (e.g. via WiFi, Bluetooth, RS232) and the kiosk controller. We note that the sensor proxy will also maintain some data processing logic, like correlating the blood pressure data with the patient’s social security card meta data. Then, the developed kiosk system automatically connects to a variety of backend servers like clinical supporting system in major hospitals via wide area network (WAN, e.g., the Ethernet) for further treatments. For instance, after receiving the personal medical data, the application may decide to remeasure the blood pressure, and the sensor proxy will command the sensor accordingly.

We believe that the proposed solution provides a universal research asset to enhance the clinical process for streaming line interactions among care professionals and patients. It is also worth noting that the HealthKiosk system has been piloted and deployed at the Peking University People’s Hospital (PKUPH) since Feb. 2010, and has shown its success so far.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we highlight related research activities. Section III establishes

1PKUPH, one of the biggest hospitals in China, founded in 1918, housing more than 2,400 staff and admitting more than 40,000 inpatients a year. It receives more than 1,560,000 outpatients, and more than 133,000 emergency cases annually.
II. RELATED WORK

Healthcare systems using either mobile or other equipments has been proposed and studied for over a decade to provide convenient and constant monitoring of patient’s health conditions [5], [6], [7], [8]. It has been identified as an important branch of research of the machine-to-machine (M2M) or, the Internet of Things (IoT) [10], [11]) that aims to connect physical sensors to the Internet for better monitoring and analysis. Recently, low cost and effective sensors, such as blood pressure and heart rate sensor [12], make their availability to a large number of individual and families possible for healthcare solutions.

There are several case studies that take advantage of the above development to offer healthcare solutions to particular groups of patients in limited regions. For example, Columbia University monitors thousands of diabetes patients in great New York area [13]. There are also evaluation and actual field deployment to confirm that mobile Internet devices such as cell phone can be used as gateway to connect body area networks to the Internet [14], [15], [16]. Furthermore, efforts have been taken to define standard for mobile healthcare systems [17].

In this paper, we emphasize our architecture and framework that can accommodate various sensors, wide range of Internet connectivities, and comprehensive sharing and analysis of the data. We provide a middleware appliance, named “sensor proxy” that can speak the languages of both the physical world and the Internet, to bridge the gap and mediate the interactions between them. It can be deployed as a standalone box or part of broadband modems/routers and mobile handsets. More importantly, we design its interface to be RESTful [18], [19] such that its data can be obtained and shared to multiple parties easily. This reduces the efforts and power requirements on sensors since they do not have to provide such kind of interfaces [20], and consequently make them even more portable and energy efficient.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

The overall architectural view of our proposed HealthKiosk system is shown in Fig. 1, where patients can use their installed biomedical sensors (e.g. glucose-meter, blood pressure etc.) to take measurements. Then, the data are sent to the sensor proxy via existing communication networks like 3G, WiFi and Bluetooth. The sensor proxy can be an small server or even an application in the mobile handset, and it holds certain data processing logic to integrate multiple pieces of the raw data from a variety of the physical sensors to a common format prepared for the uploading to the application gateway (or the “kiosk controller” in our design). Then, either the transformed and integrated data are relayed to the healthcare service supporting system in the backend (if needed), or they are locally consumed/shown on an easy-to-use touch-screen user interface (UI) at the kiosk. We also allow the interaction between the backend supporting system and the patients. If his/her medical data shows the deterioration of his/her health condition detected by the clinical decision supporting system, alerts are generated and sent to the sensor proxy, like the patient’s mobile phone. If necessary, the care professional’s intervention could also be invoked immediately as part of the service requirement. We next describe the functional designs and the challenges of the sensor proxy in Section IV.

IV. SENSOR PROXY DESIGN

With the proposed HealthKiosk system, the sensor proxy serves as an important design element bridging different biomedical sensors with the kiosk controller, either wirelessly or wired connected. Furthermore, it also provides certain degree of sensing event processing and sensor management functionalities. A functional design architecture is shown in Fig. 2, and composed of five core elements:

1) Data Capture Module: It is a wrapper with which different agents connect to the biomedical sensors via underlying communication channels (e.g. RS232, Bluetooth). An “agent manager” is implemented to load these agents and transfer the data from medical sensors to a common business event of the sensor proxy.

2) Internal Event Pub/Sub Engine: Due to the instability of the wireless connections between the sensor proxy and biomedical sensors, the data uploads might be blocked or delayed from the sensor agents. From the user experience perspective, they may feel uncomfortable keeping waiting for the response from the sensors. Therefore, we develop a lightweight “internal pub/sub engine” (see Fig. 2), to decouple the data from multiple physical sensors. In our design approach, the process service module subscribes the interested type of medical data, and the sensor agents publish the medical data whenever it arrives. Upon receiving an event from the data capture module, the internal event pub/sub engine will dispatch it into the process service module for further processing. After the processing is completed and the data is sent back to the internal pub/sub engine, the latter will choose a transport service (e.g. HTTP) to publish the event to the kiosk controller. Therefore, the user experience is significantly enhanced by our design.
the security operation ("S"). When the logic receives any data, it first aggregates them together (by using the "A" operation) and then calls for a "T" operation to transform the combined data in certain format and use encryption. Fig. 4 shows a snapshot of the real XML code obtained after combining the sensor information in one XML data format. And thus the application developer can "mash-up" these data and show them in the mobile phone or desktop for patients.

5) Device Management Service Module: It provides a common infrastructure to configure, deploy, monitor, and update other modules. In different use cases, the sensor proxy might connect to different medical sensors, transform the sensor data into different formats and expose the data by different ways. Therefore, the device management service will configure and deploy different agents in data capture module, and different processes in the micro process engine for these use cases.

V. HTTP INTERFACE

We next describe the a few important HTTP interfaces connecting the kiosk controller and the sensor proxy, including the naming and addressing, initialize and obtain sensor readings.

A. Get Naming and Addressing

We use the HTTP GET method by calling the URL http://hostname:port/healthcare/namingaddressing, to obtain the naming and addressing information of the sensory proxy and its connected biomedical sensors. Since multiple physical biomedical sensors connect to the sensor proxy simultaneously, we need an efficient naming and addressing mechanism so that the sensor readings are able to be identified, and the control commands are able to reach the physical world. We leverage the RESTful style [18], [19] as:

1) Sensor proxy naming: We name the sensor proxy 1 as:

   <sensor_proxy name="proxy_1"/>

2) Biomedical sensors naming: For instance, the following pseudocode shows the naming mechanism of a social security card reader connected with the sensor proxy 1.

   <sensor_proxy name="proxy_1">
   <sensor type="social_security_card">

3) Process Service Module: It provides a micro engine to handle the event processing step by step, for example, a typical community healthcare service will require the sensor proxy to correlate the patient’s meta data from his/her social security card with the patient’s sensor data, and then send the combined data through an XML format to the remote repository (like the kiosk database). Therefore, a reusable data processing and transformation capability must be provided to convert potentially a variety of data formats to a common interface so that effective integrations among domains can be performed.

To achieve the design goal, we develop a lightweight process engine, called the “micro process engine” (see Fig. 2), which runs a simple data processing logic, and defines some reusable data operations. As shown in Fig. 3, the processing logic is composed of an aggregation operation (“A”), a transform operation (“T”), and a security operation (“S”). When the logic receives any data, it first aggregates them together (by using the “A” operation) and then calls for a “T” operation to transform the combined data in certain format and use the security operation (“S”) for encryptions. Fig. 4 shows a snapshot of the real XML code obtained after combining the social security card data and the blood pressure measurement.

4) Transportation Service Module: While the data capture module connects the sensor proxy to the sensor network, the transportation service module connects the sensor proxy to the Internet, and ultimately the kiosk controller. We leverage the RESTful design approach [18], [19], where the sensor proxy behaves as a HTTP server (while leaving other methods, e.g. MQTT [21], for future extensions), and receives the instructions from the kiosk server by HTTP request and methods (like GET and POST). In the mean time, the sensor proxy also acts also as a HTTP client and uploads the measured data and its associated patient’s meta data to the kiosk controller database where the relational database is stored. The detailed HTTP interface from the kiosk server to the sensor proxy and backwards is described in Section V. Besides the fundamental capability of delivering the data back to the backend server, it is worth noting that the sensor proxy itself can also have certain exposure for the medical data in a web-friendly manner,
3) Biomedical sensors addressing: We use a URL-like address to hierarchically differentiate multiple sensors as:

```
<sensor type="bloodpressure">
  <start_address>
    http://hostname:port/healthcare/
    bloodpressure/
    1A-34-46-78-9A-BC-DE-F3/start
  </start_address>
</sensor>
```

B. Start Blood Pressure/Glucose Reader

We use the HTTP POST method by calling `http://hostname:port/healthcare/glucose/deviceID/start`, to start the sensor reader, e.g., `deviceID=1A-34-46-78-9A-BC-DE-F3` uniquely denotes the blood pressure sensor. The request complies with the RESTful [18], [19] style, and the following returns may be generated:

1) 200: OK, if the sensor is successfully started.
2) 404: Not Found, if one cannot find the corresponding sensor.
3) 400: Bad Request, if there are other errors in the request format exist.
4) 500: Internal Server Error, identified in the sensor proxy.

C. Get Social Security Card ID

We use the HTTP GET method by calling `http://hostname:port/healthcare/socialsecuritycard/deviceID/start`, to obtain the social security card ID from the kiosk controller, once the data is available. If not, the sensor proxy will return 200 but with an empty response body; nevertheless, for the successful data fetching, a 200 return will be generated with the body of `<id hasCard="true">996-756-495</id>`. The sensor proxy can also return `<id hasCard="false"/>`, which indicates that there is no card in the card reader. The following items summarizes the possible returns:

1) 200: OK with body either `<id hasCard="true">996-756-495</id>`, or `<id hasCard="false"/>`, or empty.
2) 404: Not Found, if one cannot find the corresponding device.
3) 400: Bad Request, if there are other errors in the request format.
4) 500: Internal Server Error, identified in the sensor proxy.

D. Get Blood Pressure/Glucose Data

We use the HTTP GET method by calling `http://hostname:port/healthcare/bloodpressure/deviceID/data`, to obtain the data from blood pressure and glucose sensors. Based on patient's current vital sign, the kiosk controller tries to get blood pressure data from the sensor proxy, where the message is flowing from the kiosk controller to the sensor proxy. The obtained measurements uses an XML format and embedded in the body of HTTP response. The following items summarizes the returns:

1) 200: OK with empty body.
2) 404: Not Found, if one cannot find the corresponding device.

VI. CASE STUDIES

To better illustrate the rich set of functionalities our system is able to provide, we present two complete case studies in this section; one is the stationary HealthKiosk system where a PC-like sensory proxy is developed to connect the biomedical sensors (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6), while the other one is to use the mobile handsets behaving as the sensor proxy, or the “mobile HealthKiosk”, for the support of mobile healthcare solutions (see Fig. 7).

A. Stationary HealthKiosk

Fig. 5(a) demonstrates an implementation of the HealthKiosk system, composed of a kiosk touch-screen UI, a social security card reader to leverage the meta data of the patients, a height and weight scaler, and a blood pressure sensor. Fig. 5(b) shows that a colleague of IBM Research - China is taking blood pressure measurement with his social security card.

```plaintext
(3) 400: Bad Request, if there are other errors in the request format.
(4) 500: Internal Server Error, identified in the sensor proxy.
(5) 200: OK with body of the combined XML data.
```
B. Mobile HealthKiosk

To take advantage of the mushroom popularity of the mobile devices, we also implement a mobile HealthKiosk system, complemented to the previous stationary sensor proxy, as shown in Fig. 7. Different from the stationary sensor proxy, we use the mobile handsets to behave as a sensor proxy; and the developed lightweight process service module periodically listens to the wireless connections of the biomedical sensors to obtain the newly arrived medical data. Then, the process engine helps with the data processing, e.g. to transform or enrich the data into a suitable format for upload. Apart from all these, further applications developed include the kiosk applications and a community widget. The kiosk applications provide an easy-to-use user interface for patients to interact with the biomedical sensors. The community widget renders the patient to leverage the resources from the mobile healthcare community, e.g. the care professionals and hospital equipments, where patients are able to receive good tips from other patients or doctors.

Fig. 7(a) shows the welcome page summarize the functionalities we provide in a user-centric and service-oriented manner, where patients are able to set their personal settings, take blood pressure and glucose and browse some healthy tips and community suggestions. A typical scenario using our deployed system is described as follows. James is a fifty-year-old man, who has suffered high blood pressure for two years. Provided by our mobile healthcare system, he owns a blood pressure sensor and glucose-meter. Furthermore, his personal mobile phone has installed our developed widgets and the mobile sensor proxy application. Every day, James is able to periodically take measurements by himself; then, his mobile phone obtains the medical data from the blood pressure sensor and glucose-meter. Fig. 7(g) shows a measurement result, i.e., 118/89mmHg for blood pressure and 76 times/min for pulse; and Fig. 7(h) shows the received tips from the community group members. Fig. 8 shows the relational database storing the patient’s personal information and all historical measurements.
Fig. 7. The case study for the mobile HealthKiosk system, where (a) the welcome page, (b) the personal settings, (c) and (d) the blood pressure measurement entrance and the historical data trend, (e) and (f) new measurement, (g) and (h) healthy tips and community suggestions.
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